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Josephson effect in superconductive SNS heterostructures with barriers
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The dc Josephson effect in a planar superconductor–normal-metal–superconductor~SNS! junction is studied
in the existence of ad barrier in the normal region. The Green function of the structure is obtained by solving
the Gorkov equations for the structure and then the current is calculated from the Green functions. The effect
of the strength and position of the barrier is investigated. The current shows a weak dependence on the position
of the barrier and it is seen to be maximum when the barrier is at the middle of the normal region. Also it is
found that the current shows a stronger dependence on the strength of the barrier at low temperatures. A
comparative discussion of three possible types of Josephson junctions, the SIS, SCS, and SNS contacts, is
presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Josephson effect is a well-known manifestation of mac
scopic phase coherence, the mechanism of which is the p
coherent transport of electrons from one superconducto
another, in case when superconductors are weakly couple
each other.1 Early studies of weak links were mainly on th
SIS-type junctions~tunneling barriers!.2,3 Another weakly
coupled superconductive structure is the SCS contact~a di-
rect metallic connection between superconductors throug
orifice of diameter smaller than the coherence length!.4 A
new era in Josephson effect started with the discovery
peculiar scattering mechanism at the SN boundary know
Andreev reflection.5 An electron in the normal region inci
dent on the SN interface is reflected back as a hole, and
versa, which may be interpreted as the condensation of
incident electron together with another electron, correspo
ing to the reflected hole, into a Cooper pair, or in the case
an incoming hole, as the disassociation of a Cooper pair. T
initiated the study of the SNS-type weak links, first gene
tions of which were by Kulik,6,7 Ishii,8 Bardeen and
Johnson,9 Svidzinsky et al.,10 and this new type of weak
links brought a rich variety in physics and applications
Josephson effect.11–13 In SNS structures, the dc Josephs
effect arises due to coherent charge transport in the no
region, the mechanism of which is Andreev reflection, wh
may be seen as the transport of Cooper pairs from one
perconducting electrode to another.11–13

Most of the authors calculated current using Green fu
tions and the main concern was the construction of Gr
functions, which came out to be intriguing an
complicated.6,8 McMillan’s method of Green-function con
struction, though he intended to explain Tomasch oscillati
in SN contact, proved to be very useful in SNS junctions14

In this approach, the Green functions are obtained from
scattering solutions, i.e., from the solutions of t
Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations.15 By extending this con-
struction, more recently, Furusaki and Tsukada obtaine
Landauer-type formula for the dc Josephson current.11,12

In real contacts,S and N metals are not identical, an
impurities and imperfections in the metal bulk as well as
their interface make non-Andreev scattering possible. In
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paper we investigate how these two scattering mechani
~the normal reflection and the Andreev or retroreflection! co-
operate. The non-Andreev reflection reduces the magnit
of the supercurrent and changes its temperature and p
dependence.

In our paper, a planar SNS structure with a stepwise p
potential and ad barrier within the normal region is consid
ered as a model compromising between the Andreev and
non-Andreev scatterings. The Green function for the junct
with a barrier inside the normal metal is calculated by so
ing the Gorkov equations in a quasiclassical approximatio16

with the appropriate boundary conditions, and from t
Green functions the Josephson current is found. As the
rier strength is taken to zero, the pure SNS case, and as
width of the normal region is taken to be zero, the SIS c
is recovered.

Similar, but not equivalent, problems of potential scatt
ing in Josephson junctions of the SN~in fact SIN! type with
smooth potentials have been considered by Zaitsev17 in the
clean limit and by Golubov et al.,19 Kuprianov and
Lukichev18 in the dirty limit. They derived appropriate
boundary conditions for the Green functions to the leftx
!d) and to the right (x@d) of the barrier, whered is the de
Broglie wavelength of the Fermi electron,d;\/pF . Our
case will be when the barrier is deep inside the normal m
in the SNS contact~i.e., a SNINS contact!; in that case, the
assumption of sharp potential is just the way of introduc
consistently the effect of electron reflection inside the norm
metal, which results in a non-Andreev reflection and in d
crease in Josephson current through the junction.

Gorkov formulation of superconductivity introduces tw
Green functions in the Matsubara finite-temperature te
nique, Gv(r ,r 8) and Fv

† (r ,r 8), and the pair potentialD(r )
satisfying the self-consistent equation, which in case of p
potential varying only in one dimension read20

@ iv2Tx2U~x!#Gv~x,x8;k'!1D~x!Fv
1~x,x8;k'!

5d~x2x8!,

~ iv1Tx1U~x!!Fv
1~x,x8;k'!1D* ~x!Gv~x,x8;k'!50,
©2003 The American Physical Society14-1
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D* ~x!5ulu(
v

Fv
1~x,x!, ~1!

where v5(2n11)pT, with n50,61,62, . . . and
Gv(x,x8;k') andFv

1(x,x8;k') are the Fourier transforms,

Gv~r ,r 8!5
1

~2p!2E d2k'Gv~x,x8;k'!eik'~r2r8!

Fv
1~r ,r 8!5

1

~2p!2E d2k'Fv
1~x,x8;k'!eik'~r2r8!, ~2!

andk' is the transverse momentum. The Josephson cur
can be calculated from the single-particle Green funct
Gv(r ,r 8) as

J5
ieT

m (
v

~“82“ !Gv~r ,r 8!U
r8→r

5 x̂
ieT

m~2p!2 (
v

E d2k'~]x82]x!Gv~x,x8;k'!U
x8→x

.

~3!

Once we know the single-particle Green function we c
calculate the Josephson current.

II. QUASICLASSICAL TREATMENT OF GORKOV
EQUATIONS

In our approach we will make use of quasiclassi
Green-function formulation of superconductivity, i.e., t
condition that characteristic de Broglie wavelength of
electron lF52p/kF;1028 cm is much smaller than th
characteristic length at which the pair potential chang
where the coherence length of a superconductorj;\vF /D
which is of the order of 1025–1026 cm for s-wave supercon-
ductors. Since there is normal scattering of quasiparticles
to the barrier, the Fermi momentum is not conserv
throughout the structure. Hence quasiclassical approxima
can only be implemented within the regions where there
no normal scattering, with the scattering at short-length b
riers considered via appropriate boundary conditions for q
siclassical Green functions.

The very essence of the semiclassical treatment is
elimination of fast varying terms at the Fermi wavelength
comparison with superconductive quantities that vary at
tances of the order of the coherence length.16 In the context
of semiclassical treatment, the Green functions are dec
posed into two parts,

Gv~x,x8;k'!5 (
s56

gv
s~x,x8;k'!eispx, ~4!

where

Gv5S Gv

Fv
1D , gv5S gv

f v
D ~5!
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andp5A2mm2k'
2 is thex component of the Fermi momen

tum. Except those points at which the derivative of the Gre
function may suffer discontinuities, semiclassical forms~5!
inserted into the Gorkov equations, upon keeping terms
the first order inlF /j and ignoring higher order terms, yiel
the equations for the semiclassical Green functions~with ]x
5]/]x andv5p/m)

S iv1 isv]x D~x!

D* ~x! iv2 isv]x
D gv50. ~6!

equipped with the necessary boundary conditions. Th
conditions will be derived in the following section. Equatio
~6! is satisfied in a region where the derivative of the Gre
function does not suffer any discontinuities. The semiclas
cal Green functionsgv no longer have fast oscillations as
function of x. Elimination of fast varying terms reduces th
order of the differential Gorkov equations from 2 to 1.

In a superconducting region with a pair potentialD(x)
5Deiw where there is no normal scattering, the solutions
the semiclassical equations~6! consist of the superposition o
the two terms,

gv
s5a~x8!S eiw/2

2 i
v1sV

D
e2 iw/2D e~Av21D2/v !x1b~x8!

3S eiw/2

2 i
v2sV

D
e2 iw/2D e2(Av21D2/v)x, ~7!

whereas in the normal region

gv
s5a~x8!S 1

0D e2svx/v1b~x8!S 0

1D esvx/v, ~8!

wherev5A2mm2k'
2 /m is the Fermi velocity in thex direc-

tion. The solutions in the different regions (x,2d/2,
2d/2,x,x8, x8,x,d/2, d/2,x, whered is the thickness
of the normal metal! is written down in the form of linear
combinations, as shown above, and then boundary condit
to be specified are imposed, allowing us to find the coe
cients, thus obtaining the full Green functions. This rec
will be specified in the following section in which the Gree
function is obtained for an SNS structure with ad barrier.

III. SNS STRUCTURE WITH A d BARRIER

In this section we are going to consider an SNS struct
with a d barrier within the normal region, and a stepwise p
potentialD(x) ~see Fig. 1!, i.e.,

D~x!5H De2 iw/2 at x,2d/2

0 at 2d/2,x,d/2

Deiw/2 at x.d/2

~9!

where the barrier potential

U~x!5Vd~x2a! with 2d/2,a,d/2. ~10!
4-2
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The derivative of the Green function has jumps at pointx
5a and atx5x8, whereas at any otherx the Green function
and its derivative are continuous. The boundary condition
the SN interface are

Gv~x10,x8!5Gv~x20,x8!ux56d/2 ,

]xGv~x,x8!ux56d/2105]xGv~x,x8!ux56d/220 . ~11!

Within the semiclassical approximation, these two conditio
are equivalent and reduce to

gv
s~x10,x8!5gv

s~x20,x8!ux56d/2 . ~12!

At x5x8, the Green functions are continuous,

Gv~x,x8!ux5x820
x5x810

50→(
s

eispxgv
s~x,x8!U

x5x820

x5x810

50,

~13!

where the vertical bar introduces the difference between
values atx5x810 andx5x820, whereas the derivative o
the single-particle Green function has a jump,

]xGv~x,x8!ux5x820
x5x810

52m→(
s

eispx~ isp1]x!

3gv
s~x,x8!U

x5x820

x5x810

52m→(
s

eispxsgv
s~x,x8!U

x5x820

x5x810

522i /v. ~14!

Here the semiclassical forms are substituted according to
~5!, and the semiclassical approximation is applied such
the]xgv term is discarded in comparison with the term co
taining isp. At the same time the derivative of the Gorko
Green function remains continuous atx5x8,

]xFv
1~x,x8!ux5x820

x5x810
50→(

s
eispxs f v

s~x,x8!U
x5x820

x5x810

50,

~15!

and again the semiclassical forms are substituted. The G
functions are continuous at the barrier location,x5a,

FIG. 1. SNINS structure modeled by a stepwise pair potentia
phase differencew with a delta barrierU(x)5Vd(x2a) in the
normal region.
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G~x,x8!ux5a20
x5a1050→(

s
eispxgv

s~x,x8!U
x5a20

x5a10

50,

~16!

whereas the derivative of the Green functions has a jump
to thed barrier,

]xGv~x,x8!ux5a20
x5a1052mVGv~a,x8!

→(
s

eispx~ isp1]x!gv
s~x,x8!U

x5a20

x5a10

52mVGv~a,x8!

→(
s

$eispxsgv
s~x,x8!ux5a20

x5a10

12iZeispagv
s~a,x8!%50, ~17!

whereZ5V/v is the dimensionless barrier strength.
Now we are going to write down the solutions in the fiv

regions and then implement the boundary conditions. Gi
2d,x8,d, the solutions are written as follows

At x,2d/2, gv
s5As~x8!S e2 iw/4

2 i
v1sV

D
eiw/4D e~V/v !x

At 2d/2,x,x8, gv
s5S Bs~x8!e2s(v/n)x

Cs~x8!es(v/n)x D
At x8,x,a, gv

s5S Ds~x8!e2s(v/n)x

Fs~x8!es(v/n)x D ~18!

At a,x,d/2, gv
s5S Gs~x8!e2s(v/n)x

Hs~x8!es(v/n)x D
At d/2,x, gv

s5Js~x8!

3S eiw/4

2 i @~v2sV!/D#e2 iw/4D e2(V/v)x

whereV5Av21D2. All 16 coefficientsAs , Bs , Cs , Ds ,
Fs , Gs , Hs , Js (s56) are functions ofx8.

Now the boundary conditions have to be imposed. Ax
52d/2, boundary conditions~12! yield

B1e(v/n)d/22A1e2(V/n)d/22 iw/450,

C1e2(v/n)d/22A1g1e2(V/n)d/21 iw/450,

B2e2(v/n)d/22A2e2(V/n)d/22 iw/450,

C2e(v/n)d/22A2g2e2(V/n)d/21 iw/450, ~19!

where g652 i (v6V)/D. At x5x8, boundary conditions
~13!–~15! are

~D12B1!e( ip2v/n)x81~D22B2!e(2 ip1v/n)x850,

~D12B1!e( ip2v/n)x82~D22B2!e(2 ip1v/n)x8522i /v,

f

4-3
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~F12C1!e( ip1v/n)x81~F22C2!e(2 ip2v/n)x850,

~F12C1!e( ip1v/n)x82~F22C2!e(2 ip2v/n)x850.
~20!

At x5a, boundary conditions~16! and ~17! apply,

~G12D1!e( ip2v/n)a1~G22D2!e(2 ip1v/n)a50,

@G12~122iZ !D1#e( ip2v/n)a

2@G22~112iZ !D2#e(2 ip1v/n)a50,

~H12F1!e( ip1v/n)a1~H22F2!e(2 ip2v/n)a50,

@H12~122iZ !F1#e( ip1v/n)a

2@H22~112iZ !F2#e(2 ip2v/n)a50, ~21!

and finally, atx5d/2 boundary conditions~12! and ~13! re-
sult in the identities

J1e2(V/n)d/21 iw/42G1e2(v/n)d/250,
17451
J1g2e2(V/n)d/22 iw/42H1e(v/n)d/250,

J2e2(V/n)d/21 iw/42G2e(v/n)d/250,

J2g1e2(V/n)d/22 iw/42H2e2(v/n)d/250, ~22!

which make in totality the 16 equations needed for 16 u
knowns.

We do not need to know all the coefficients when we w
to find the Josephson current. According to the current
pression, Eq.~3!, we only need the single-particle Gree
function for x and x8 in the same region, which will be
chosen to bea.x.x8.2d. In this region, only theDs

coefficients are needed for the Green function,

Gv~x,x8;k'!5(
s

Dseis(p2v/v)x. ~23!

Solving the equations for the boundaries thus obtaining
coefficientsD1 ,D2 , the Green function is written as
Gv5
i

v
$~11Z2!~g1e(v/n)d2 iw/22g2e2(v/n)d1 iw/2!~g1e(v/n)d1 iw/22g2e2(v/n)d2 iw/2!1Z2~eiw/212(v/n)a

2e2 iw22(v/n)a!~eiw/222(v/n)a2e2 iw/212(v/n)a!%21$@2~11Z2!g1eiw/21(v/n)d~g1e(v/n)d2 iw/22g2e2(v/n)d1 iw/2!

2Z2eiw/212(v/n)a~eiw/222(v/n)a2e2 iw/212(v/n)a!#e( ip2(v/n))(x2x8)1@2g2~11Z2!eiw/22(v/n)d~g1eiw/21(v/n)d

2g2e2 iw/22(v/n)d!1Z2eiw/222(v/n)a~eiw/212(v/n)a2e2 iw/222(v/n)a!#e2( ip2(v/n))(x2x8)%1 f ~x1x8!. ~24!

There is an extra termf (x1x8) that does not contribute to the current since it is a function ofx1x8 that vanishes upon
substitution into Eq.~3!. The Green function can be decomposed into two parts:

Gv~x,x8;k'!5Gv
0 ~x,x8;k'!1Gv

1 ~x,x8;k'!, ~25!

where Gv
0 (x,x8;k') is the Green function of a normal metal with ad barrier Vd(x2a) located atx5a, and Gv

1 is the
contribution arising due to onset of steplike gap potential~9!. In the intervala.x.x8, the normal-metal Green function is

Gv
0 ~x,x8;k'!52

i

v
sgnve( ipsgnv2uvu/v)(x2x8)2

1

v
Z

11 iZsgnv
e(2 ipsgnv1uvu/v)(x1x822a). ~26!

ComponentGv
1 (x,x8;k') at a.x.x8.2d/2, making a first-order contribution to the current in powers oflF /j, is

Gv
1 ~x,x8;k'!5

i

v
@~11Z2!~g1eiw/21(v/n)d2g2e2 iw/22(v/n)d!~g1e2 iw/21(v/n)d2g2eiw/22(v/n)d!1Z2~eiw/212(v/n)a

2e2 iw/222(v/n)a!~eiw/222(v/n)a2e2 iw/212(v/n)a!#21$@2g2sgnv~11Z2!~g1e2 iw/21(v/n)d

2g2eiw/22(v/n)d!e2( iw/21(v/n)d)sgnv1Z2~e2 iwsgnv2e24(v/n)asgnv!sgnv#e( ip2(v/n))(x2x8)

1@2g2sgnv~11Z2!~g1eiw/21(v/n)d2g2e2 iw/22(v/n)d!e( iw/22(v/n)d)sgnv

1Z2~eiwsgnv2e24(v/n)asgnv!sgnv#e2( ip2(v/n))(x2x8)%1g~x1x8! ~27!

where the last termg(x1x8) does not contribute to the current as discussed before.
4-4
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IV. JOSEPHSON CURRENT IN A SNINS STRUCTURE

Josephson current in an SNS structure with barrier~SNINS contact! is found from expression~3!,

J5
ieT

m~2p!2 (
v

E d2k'~]x82]x!Gv
1 ~x,x8;k'!ux8→x . ~28!

When the Green function~27! is substituted into Eq.~28!, the Josephson current comes out as follows:

J5
8em2TD2

2p (
v.0

E
0

vF
vdv

sinw

~11Z2!@~v1V!2e2(v/n)d1~v2V!2e22(v/n)d#12D2@cosw1Z2cosh~4va/v !#
~29!

with V5Av21D2 and Z5V/v. This expression can be put in a simpler form by using the dimensionless variaby

5vF /v, ã5a/j, d̃5d/j, ṽ5v/D, barrier strengthZ05V/vF (j5\vF /D is the coherence length!, as

J54pJ0

T

D (
v.0

E
1

`dy

y3

sinw

~11Z0
2y2!@~ṽ1Ṽ!2e2ṽyd̃1~ṽ2Ṽ!2e22ṽyd̃#12@cosw1Z0

2y2cosh~2ṽyã!#
, ~30!

where

J05evFNFD,

NF5pFm/p2, ~31!

NF is the density of states at the Fermi level per unit volume.
At T50, the current becomes

J52J0E
0

`

dṽE
1

` dy

y3

sinw

~11Z0
2y2!@~ṽ1Ṽ!2e2ṽyd̃1~ṽ2Ṽ!2e22ṽyd̃#12~cosw1Z0

2y2cosh~2ṽyã!#
. ~32!

In the absence of a barrier, Green functionGv
1 (x,x8;k') in Eq. ~27! for 2d,x8,x,0 reduces to the following form:

Gv
1 ~x,x8;k'!5

i

v
sgnvS e( ip2v/v)ux2x8u

11h~v!e[ iw12v/nd]sgnv
1

e2( ip2v/v)ux2x8u

11h~v!e[ 2 iw12v/nd]sgnvD ~33!

whereh(v)5(V1uvu)/(V2uvu), yielding the Josephson current

J5
8em2T

2p E
0

vF
vdv (

v.0
(
n51

`

~21!n11S Av21D22v

Av21D21v
D n

e22vnd/vsinnw. ~34!
er

e is

idal
J(w) reduces to a saw-tooth function atT50 when all the
harmonics contribute,

J5
J0

6 S j

d
1oS j2

d2D D w, 2p,w,p ~35!

which is inversely proportional tod/j for d@j, and can be
written in a more transparent form

J5nevs , ~36!

wherevs5(\/2m)(w/d) is the superfluid velocity andn is
the normal electron density.

In the absence of a barrier (Z050), Eqs.~30! and ~32!
yield the current-phase relationships shown in Fig. 2, wh
Jc0 is the critical current for the parametersd510, Z50,
andT50 @see Eq.~35!#,
17451
e

Jc05
J0p

60
. ~37!

The dependence reduces to a saw-tooth function atT50,
and converges to a sinusoidal form as the temperatur
increased.

At Z050 andd@jT(jT5\vF /pT) only the lowest har-
monic survives, thus the current converges to a sinuso
form

J52evFNF

vF

d

Ap2T21D22pT

Ap2T21D21pT
e22d/jTsinw. ~38!

At low temperatures, whenD@T, this expression further
simplifies to
4-5
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J52evFNF

vF

d
e22d/jTsinw. ~39!

We can trace this behavior in Fig. 3; however one should
cautious that Eq.~39! breaks down asT→0.

In Fig. 4 we see that the shape of current-phase relat
ship is quite sensitive to non-Andreev scattering as well a
temperature. Even atT50, the existence of non-Andree
scattering wipes away the higher harmonics, thus resultin
a perfect sinusoidal current-phase relationship atZ0@1 @see
Eq. ~30!#,

FIG. 2. Current-phase relationship atd510j, Z50, and vari-
ous temperatures.~1! T50; ~2! T50.001D; ~3! T50.005D; ~4!
T50.01D; ~5! T50.02D; ~6! T50.04D. Jc0 is given by Eq.~37!.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the critical current atZ0

50, a50 (a is the distance of the barrier from the center of t
normal region, see Fig. 1! and various thicknesses of the norm
region.~1! d55j; ~2! d510j; ~3! d515j. Jm is the value of the
critical current for the corresponding value ofd5$5,10,15% @see Eq.
~35!#, with respect to which each of the graphs is normalized.
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J5
4pTJ0

DZ0
2 (

v.0
E

1

`dy

y5

3
sinw

~ṽ1Ṽ!2e2ṽyd̃1~ṽ2Ṽ!2e22ṽyd̃12cosh~2ṽyã!
,

~40!

from which we infer that the temperature dependence has t
same form at allZ0@1. In the tunneling limitZ0@1 and at
d@jT5vF /pT, the current becomes independent of the ba
rier position,

J5
1

Z0
2
2evFNF

vF

d
e22d/jTsinw, ~41!

which differs from that of a pure SNS junction by the trans
parency factor 1/Z0

2 @Eq. ~39!#. On the other hand, the situa-
tion is quite different for smallZ0 values; the critical current
becomes immune to temperature changes asZ0 increases, at
low temperatures~see Fig. 5!. Also in Fig. 6, in the tunneling
regimeZ0@1, the linear dependence of critical current on
the barrier transparency is observed.

A crucial observation is the very weak dependence of Jo
sephson current on the position of the barrier, however, th
current still has a maximum when the barrier is at the middl
of the normal region~Fig. 7!, and further the barrier is less
sensitive to the position of the barrier at higher temperature

When the width of the normal region is taken to be zero
i.e., for d50, the SIS case is recovered. The Josephson cu
rent ~29! for d50 reduces to a form interpolating between
the tunneling regime2 and the constriction-type barriers4,12

J5
em2T

p (
v.0

E
0

vF
vdv

D2sinw

v2~11Z2!1D2~cos2w/21Z2!
.

~42!

FIG. 4. Current-phase relationship atT50, d510j, a50, and
various transparencies.~1! 1/Z0

25`; ~2! 1/Z0
25200; ~3! 1/Z0

2510;
~4! 1/Z0

252. Jc0 is given by Eq.~37!.
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V. CONCLUSION

The Josephson effect in the SNS structure with ad barrier
in an arbitrary position within the barrier is investigated. Th
Green functions are calculated by solving the Gorkov equ
tions, while the algebra is greatly simplified by quasiclassic
approximations. However, unlike in a pure SNS junction, th
whole system cannot be handled in a quasiclassical sen
since the Fermi momentum is not conserved throughout t
system, due to normal scattering. Andreev scattering is
momentum conserving process, so the quasiclassical a
proximation works only at the regions in which there is no
normal scattering. On the other hand, in a pure SNS junctio
electrons and holes with positive and negative momenta
not get mixed up, so the entire system may be treated qua
classically.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of critical current at low tem
peratures for a normal region of thicknessd55j with a barrier
positioned ata50, at various barrier strengths.~1! Z050; ~2! Z0

50.5; ~3! Z051.

FIG. 6. The dependence of critical current on the barrier tran
parency, 1/Z2, atT50. ~1! d55j; ~2! d510j. The barrier is taken
to be at the middle of the normal region.
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At zero temperature, in a pure SNS structure whend@j
the current is proportional to the gradient of the phase acro
the normal region, i.e.,w/d @Eq. ~34!#, which is proportional
to the superfluid velocity. In fact an effective gap of order o
\vF /d develops which sets new length and energy scale
@see Eqs.~35! and ~39!#. In this case the Cooper pairs are
transported via multiple Andreev reflections, as a result o
which all the reflective harmonics contribute@Eq. ~34!#, re-
sulting in a saw-tooth phase dependence of the current. Ho
ever, the introduction of normal scattering simulates a tun
neling junction behavior, and this time the prominen
mechanism of supercurrent becomes that of the tunneling
Cooper pairs, hence the phase dependence of the current
comes sinusoidal, even atT50. At T50 case, the Cooper
pair amplitude in the normal region in an SN proximity junc-
tion decays on a power law on thickness of normal region
1/d, while atd@jT5vF /T andT!Tc the amplitude decays
exponentially as exp(2d/jT),

21 which point out to the fact
that the critical current in the SNS structure is proportional t
the Cooper pair amplitude. In a real junction, supercondu
tive and the normal regions are those of different meta
hence inevitably there is normal scattering at the SN inte
face, and further there may be a normal scattering due
impurities and imperfections in the bulk ofN electrode as
well as on the SN interfaces. However, a general behavi
may be expected when the barrier is strong,Z0@1, where
Z05V/vF is the effective strength of the barrier. In this case
the current acquires sinusoidal phase dependence since t
neling becomes the dominant transport mechanism. Howev
when the barriers are weak, the existence of multiple barrie
may lead to complex behaviors. Further the position of th
barrier does not lead to significant change in the behavior

-

-

FIG. 7. The dependence of current on the position of the barri
for d510j and barrier locationa50, at various barrier strengths
and temperatures.~1! Z5100, T50; ~2! Z5100, T50.1D0; ~3!
Z51, T50; ~4! Z51, T50.1D0 . Jm is the critical current atT
50 anda50, for the corresponding value ofZ0, with respect to
which each graph is normalized@see Eq.~32!#.
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the junction ~see Fig. 7!, i.e., the conclusive effect of th
barrier arises from its strength.

The potential barrier inserted in the normal metal ma
the non-Andreev scattering of quasiparticles in the S
structure possible, and represents a model for more gen
situations when such scattering becomes effective, e.g.,
similarity betweenSandN electrodes due to the difference
their densities of normal states, the values of chem
n-
,
m

iz.

no
th
re
tiz

re
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potential, etc., which are unavoidable in real superconduc
Josephson structures. In our model, these factors are in
porated through the additional parameters of the contact,Z0,
which was first introduced by Blonder et al. in their theory
diffusive SNS junctions.22

In our formulation, the usual SNS, SIS and SCS cas
those of the normal-metal barrier, the tunneling barrier, a
the constriction-type barrier are recovered in the correspo
ing limiting cases.
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